
 

 

 

Australia Travel Declaration - mobile app

The Australian Government introduced the Australia Travel Declaration for travellers entering Australia to 

help with the management of COVID-19. Since 9 December 2020, all travellers (excepting flight crew, people 

on military flights, people arriving by sea and foreign diplomats) are expected to complete the Australia 

Travel Declaration. 

To assist travellers with completing the declaration, a mobile app is being introduced. The app takes 

advantage of technology and useability features that mobile devices provide to improve the experience for 

travellers. 

What does it look like? 

Travellers can download the Australia Travel Declaration app free, from the App Store (Apple) or Google 

Play store (Android) 

While the ATD app is very similar to the Australia Travel Declaration web form, there are some differences. 

Most of the differences are associated with the layout that a mobile device offers, however there are other 

features, including:  

 Optional use of mobile device security features to open the travellers’ Australia Travel Declaration 

account. 

 The personal details section of the travel declaration to be uploaded by scanning the traveller’s 

passport. 

 A partially completed travel declaration to be saved and returned to at a later time for completion 

and subsequent submission. 

 

The opening screen and landing page of the ATD app are shown below 
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As flagged, the same functions (as per the web version) are available on the app, just in a different layout. 

The home screen provides access to the key functions. 

 

 

 

Within the home screen, the traveller can access the privacy notice, 

contact information, manage their account, view previous declarations or 

commence a new declaration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New functions like the scan passport function to upload a 

traveller’s personal details, and guidance on how to 

complete the process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The questions are displayed in a mobile friendly 

manner 
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Once the traveller has completed their declaration, they will receive an email that acknowledges the 

submission of their declaration and the assessed risk outcome status of the traveller. Their declaration will 

also be stored in their account for later retrieval. The completed Australia Travel Declaration risk outcome 

status may be used by airlines to identify travellers’ eligibility for green zone flights. 

There are three possible categories for travellers:  

 Green, (also displays with a tick) - The answers provided by the traveller indicate they meet the 

current entry requirements for quarantine-free or home quarantine status. The message for a green 

status is shown below. 

 

 Blue, (also displays with an hourglass) - The answers provided by the traveller indicate they do not 

meet the criteria for quarantine-free or home quarantine status. They will need to quarantine when 

they arrive in Australia. The message for a blue status is shown below. 

 

 Red, (also displays with a cross) - The answers provided by the traveller indicate they are a health 

risk or will not comply with Australian testing and quarantine requirements. 

If they are able to board the flight to Australia, their quarantine needs will be assessed on arrival. 

The message for a red status is shown below. 

 

A sample email the traveller will receive after submitting the Australia Travel Declaration is shown below. 
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Dear <Traveller name> 

 

We have received your Australia Travel Declaration on 01 Nov 2020 21:12 (UTC) 

Status  

R Code  

Declaration Details  

Given Name 

Tai 

Family Name 

Macdonald 

Travel Document 

n98797987987 

Submission (UTC) 

01 Nov 2020 21:12 

Valid Until (UTC) 

10 Nov 2020 21:12 

Departure Country 

Afghanistan 

Departure Date 

04 Nov 2020 

Why keep this notice?  

 You may be requested by airline staff to show that you have completed your Australia Travel Declaration 
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 You may be requested by Australian Border Force officers to show that you have completed your Australia Travel 
Declaration 

Privacy Notice  

The Department of Home Affairs (the Department) is bound by the Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) in Schedule 1 to the 
Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) (Privacy Act). The APPs regulate how we collect, use, store and disclose personal information, and how 
you may seek access to, or correction of, the personal information that we hold about you 
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